
External Monitoring Critical Alerting Targeted Investigations

“We trust and look to Nisos when support is needed
to address complex security challenges. Throughout

the course of our relationship, their ability to
conduct tailored evidence collection and analysis to
aid in our security investigations has enabled us to

mitigate significant risks across cybersecurity,
disinformation, fraud, and physical security.” 

Andrew Stanley
CISO | Mars, Inc.

OSINT Monitoring and Analysis
Remove the noise. Identify your risks, how they
impact you, and know how to respond.

Service Brief 

OSINT Monitoring and Analysis delivers finished, actionable intelligence that helps
your security team cut through the noise, identify critical threats, and respond
confidently to reduce risk. With OSINT Monitoring and Analysis, Nisos works as an
extension of your team to track and uncover targeted threats, disruptions, and other
areas of concern that could impact your organization.

Your Adversary Monitoring Partner
Threat actors have the upper hand. They choose their targets, timing, and tactics and operate in anonymity
while honing their craft in the criminal underground. Nisos applies real-world experience to right the balance
of power between you and the threat actors targeting your organization. Our team is comprised of cross-
functional experts at disrupting adversarial operations. 

We fuse robust data collection with a deep understanding of the adversarial mindset, enabling smarter
defense and more effective response against advanced cybercriminals, nation-state actors, fraudsters,
hacktivists, and insider threats. 

Monitor and Uncover Your Risks
Organizational risk is diverse, interconnected, and ever-changing. Shifting media opinions, global events,
expanding operations to high-risk counties, M&A targets, and even workforce changes can increase your
exposure. Protecting your reputation, your people, and your assets takes vigilance and know-how. That’s why
Fortune 500 companies entrust Nisos to help stay ahead of their most critical threats.

For more information visit: www.nisos.com 
email: info@nisos.com

call: +1-703-382-8400 
follow: LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nisos/
https://twitter.com/nisos
https://www.facebook.com/nisos.managed.intelligence/
https://www.instagram.com/nisos.managed.intelligence/


Closed Group Monitoring

Deliverables include:

About Nisos®
Nisos is The Managed Intelligence Company®. Our analyst-led intel investigations, assessments, and monitoring services empower your
security, intelligence and trust and safety teams. We provide accurate, customized intelligence that guides your security and risk decisions
– protecting your organization, assets, and people. Learn more at nisos.com.

Elevating the Power of Human Tradecraft
Nisos derives finished intelligence from the chaos of the open, deep, and dark web using tradecraft and
advanced tools. With our proprietary intelligence workbench, Nisos’ team of expert analysts can rapidly
query a vast, curated collection of data sources, collection tools, and lawfully obtained breach records. 

More than Actionable – Immediately Useful, Finished Intelligence
We’re not a feed or a platform; we deliver real answers – not just data. Nisos helps you quickly understand
the who, what, when, how, and why behind each risk – without adding to the noise. Intelligence is delivered
as an easy-to-understand report, summarizing discoveries, adding context, and providing clear
recommendations to improve protection. 

Investigate Deeper with Requests for Information  ( RFI ) 
OSINT Monitoring and Analysis includes two targeted Requests for Information  ( RFIs ) per year for when you
need to take a deeper look at an issue. Targeted RFIs allow your team to task Nisos analysts with deeper
investigations into specific threats or concerns identified by Nisos while monitoring on your behalf. 

Nisos is an Extension of Your Team
Nisos brings unmatched expertise and experience to each client relationship, giving you ready access to
seasoned intelligence professionals focused on your requirements. Truly an analyst-led partnership, you’ll
work directly with an elite team of practitioners supported by a cadre of Intelligence Advisors, analysts, and
specialists behind the scenes. 

OSINT Monitoring and Analysis

Threat actors may move to closed forums and members-only communities as their activities escalate.
Nisos also offers Closed Group Monitoring for these cases. Using appropriate tradecraft and following
legal guidance, we infiltrate and monitor closed forums where your adversaries lurk, giving you critical
visibility when and where you need it most.

Monthly monitoring reports 

Immediate alerts for critical threats
Two targeted Requests for Information (RFIs) per year

Monthly review meetings with your dedicated Nisos team
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